
                                                                                      

At Broadmeadow Infant and Nursery, we encourage pupils to become confident, independent 
artists who can articulate and value their own creative journeys and those of others. Pupils explore 
art produced by a diverse range of famous artists and expand their own knowledge, skills and 
understanding of their own and others’ cultural heritages. 

A high quality Art and Design education should engage, inspire and challenge pupils. At 
Broadmeadow Infants the purpose of Art and Design education is to give pupils the skills, concepts 
and knowledge necessary to express their responses to ideas and experiences in a visual or tactile 

form. It fires up their imagination and is an invaluable means of personal expression. 

 

Year 2 

We studied the Victorian Artist William Morris. We created 
observational sketches of natural objects and his artwork. We then 
created a press print and used printing ink to make a printed 
design onto calico. 

                               

 

 

 



                     

 

Year 2 Clay work creating a Tudor style House 

                         

 

We have been studying The Victorians and completed a pencil sketch of Queen Victoria 

               

 

To celebrate the Platinum Jubilee we have created a collaborative piece of artwork in a pointillism 
style with individual portraits of Queen Elizabeth II 

 



                         

 

 

                                  

 

 

 

Year1 have created a Winter display using black paper and chalk 

Year 1 Artwork 



 

Year 1 have been learning about Aboriginal art and created their own Aboriginal dot paintings 

 

 

               

 

 

 

                                                    

 

Painting, printing and sketching 

Reception Artwork 



                                        

                                     Using clay to create a thumb pot and dinosaur fossil 

 

                                    

Collage and Painting 

 

                                                            

                  Charcoal                               Colour  Mixing                
      

To celebrate the Commonwealth Games coming to Birmingham we have decorated our hall boards 
with countries of the commonwealth! 

       



 

    

 

    

 

    

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Art Vocabulary List 
EYFS Year 1 Year 2 
paint thick mono print 
draw thin tints  
print sculpture tones 
colour repeating pattern secondary colours 

primary colours primary colours textile 
clay portrait sketch 
press colour mixing shade 
weave smooth charcoal 
mix roll overlap 
stir join overlay 

brush twist collage 
 scrunch texture 
 plait  

 


